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CONFEDERATON OF EUROPEAN
SHIPMASTERS’ASSOCIATIONS

MUNTPLEIN 10
1012 WR AMSTERDAM

THE NETHERLANDS

MINUTES OF THE 26TH ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON 17TH SEPTEMBER 2021,
AT THE BONAVIA HOTEL IN RIJEKA, CROATIA

The day of AGA commenced with a seminar opened in the morning from Capt. Juraj
Karnincic, representative of Union of Croatian Shipmasters Associations. He mentioned the most
important problems of captains nowadays as pandemic and restrictions to seafarers created by it,
piracy and traumatism on board. The seminar was moderated by Ms Mia Brkic. Welcome addresses
were delivered by capt. Nenad Simicic, President of the Union of Croatian Shipmasters
Associations, capt. Dimitar Dimitrov, President of CESMA, Ms Lena Storak, Head of Public
Relations Department of the City f Rijeka, Mr Komadina, Governor of the Rijeka County and capt.
Sinisa Orlic, Assistant Minister in Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure in Croatia and
Head of the Maritime safety Department in Croatian Maritime Administration. All of them pointed
out the change in shipping industry due to corona virus, digitalization and decarbonization. Capt.
Sinisa Orlic informed the participants that there are more than 20000 Croatian seamen 15000 of
them sailing internationally. Croatia as a country supports maritime education and training (MET)
and co-finances the sea practice of cadets on board ships. The seminar continued with the
presentation of capt. Mario Zorovic, President of Croatian Ship Manning Association, member of
EUROCREW (European manning association) “Croatian Seafarers Demand and Supply – current
trends and future perspectives”. He explained maritime educational system in Croatia which
consists of four maritime faculties educating undergraduate students (bachelor degree) for three
years, graduate students (masters degree) for two years and PHD for three years, altogether more
than 500 students per year. Then he gave more details about the existing CIMIS – Croatian
Integrated Maritime Information System where all seamen sailing on board ships are registered.
There is support of the government for that system and Croatian seamen are tax exempted if they
are more than 183 days per year on board ships. The seamen have to ensure themselves for health
insurance. The global trends in shipping are in favor because world market will inevitably grow so
the number of ships and seafarers, many shipowners moving to Asia to cut their costs – wage
differences between Asians and Europeans are reduced and will become less important and quality
makes the difference (Operational Excellence will win). At the end of the presentation capt. Zorovic
concluded with the efforts of Croatian government to assist the Croatian seafarers in COVID-19
problems by putting the seafarers in vaccination priority list and at present there are more than 60
percent of all seafarers vaccinated. For the future European Seafarers should keep their working
places by the experience through centuries (“Sea in blood”), high quality education & training,
progressive and modern following industry developments and superior competence (Quality Makes
the Difference).

After the coffee break capt. Bero Vranic, FNI and IMO Goodwill Maritime Ambassador for
Croatia presented the program of Chartered Master Mariner which gives recognition of excellence
in captains profession to ship masters from Nautical Institute and Honorary Company of Master
Mariners of United Kingdom.

The next presentation was from capt. Vlado Francic, PHD, from the Maritime Faculty of
Rijeka “Maritime education – challenges and opportunities”. He explained the available facilities in
the Faculty of Maritime Studies in the University of Rijeka, subjects studied for the sea and shore
based professionals. As member of IAMU (International Association of Maritime Universities) the
faculty complies with all the STCW requirements and beyond them in order to be competitive in the
market.
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Chief engineer Josip Orovic, PHD from University of Zadar presented “2021 Sulphur Cap –
Options and Challenging Issues”. In connection with one of the resolutions he explained the
audience the transfer to new fuels, possibilities to the ships to comply with new requirements and
problems the crew will encounter.

The last presentation made by Marco Sanditic gave detailed picture of case of piracy, actions
of the crew on board and the negotiating team ashore. It was really valuable as real experience
could help in the future to any of our members.

The seminar concluded with fruitful discussion.

1. OPENING BY THE PRESIDENT OF CESMA AND PRESENTATION OF
BOARDMEMBERS. AIMS OF CESMA

The President Captain D. Dimitrov welcomed those present, thanked to the host organization for the
excellent atmosphere and introduced the Board elected a day before, which now consists of four
members and administrator. He presented in short the discussions and decisions of the Council
Meeting on the previous day.

2. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

The Agenda was presented by the President of CESMA capt. Dimitar Dimitrov as follows:
1. Opening by the President. Presentation of Board Members. Aims of CESMA
2. Adoption of the Agenda
3. Adoption of the Minutes of the 25th AGA (on line)
4. COVID 19 pandemic : Reliefs, Shore leaves, Mental, Atmosphere on board, Vaccination –

Problems for shipmasters
5. Criminalization of seafarers – present situation
6. Digitalization of shipping – challenges for shipmasters
7. Decarbonization and new requirements – Responsibility for shipmasters
8. Any other matters
9. Resolutions 26th AGA, Rijeka
10. Next AGA invitation/presentation
11. Closure by the President.

The agenda was adopted.

3. ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES OF THE 25TH AGA (ON LINE)

Capt. Dimitrov reminded the audience that the Minutes of 25th AGA had been published in CESMA
News December 2020 and agreed by the member associations via e-mail. He asked for any
amendments or corrections. No such had been proposed and the Minutes were adopted as presented.

4. COVID 19 PANDEMIC : RELIEFS, SHORE LEAVES, MENTAL ATMOSPHERE
ON BOARD, VACCINATION – PROBLEMS FOR SHIPMASTERS

Capt. Ardillon shared with participants the French experience where seamen had been inserted
in the priority list for vaccination but the problems had arisen with the seamen not vaccinated and
returned home. They had been restricted from going out of home and had to wait quarantine periods
and to follow a lot of formalities. Capt. Gianelli from USCLAC said that in Italy the seamen are not
in the priority vaccination list. The same situation is in Netherlands as per capt. Leo Geenevasen.
Capt. Damir Lakos from Croatia said that the biggest proglem comes from restrictions from
shipowners not allowing crew to go ashore for health safety reasons. Capt. Baert from KBZ
informed that in Belgium J&J vaccine is approved for the people above 55 but in order to facilitate
seamen restricted in vaccination time that one shot vaccine was adopted for seamen as well. The
outcome of discussion was the rewording of resolution one about pandemic.
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5. CRIMINALIZATION OF SEAFARERS – PRESENT SITUATION

Several cases had been discussed starting with the ship master on board passenger ship accused
for air pollution in Marseille, France using fuels with higher contents of sulphur. The master was
found guilty, then after appeal the case was returned in the court for future re-consideration. The
other serious problem mentioned by the participants and discussed was the problem with migrants
saved at sea to be discharged ashore. The decision should be found via EU institutions and CESMA
Board has to discuss and act via EMSA.

6. DIGITALIZATION OF SHIPPING – CHALLENGES FOR SHIPMASTERS

That agenda item was planned in connection with possible presentation from EMSA. The
representative of EMSA invited did not attend. The participants expressed the opinion of necessity
to unify the reporting and arrival procedures at least in EU countries in order to facilitate
shipmasters when sailing in EU waters.

7. DECARBONIZATION AND NEW REQUIREMENTS – RESPONCIBILIES FOR
SHIPMASTERS

The matter had already been discussed in the seminar in the morning after the presentation of
Josip Orovic. The crew have to be trained in using alternative fuels and newly installed equipment.
In agenda item 5 the matter was already discussed and the resolution about decarbonisation will
remain intoforce.

8. ANY OTHER MATTER

Capt. Marco Sanditic raised the problem of commercial pressure upon ship captains and said
that there are a lot of accidents at work connected with force to do certain job against the safety
rules or common sea practice. Many seafarers complain from pressure to work overtime or high risk
job during safety training. Usually that pressure is coming at the last moments and usually the
instructions are done by phone from the office of the companies. There is also pressure on Safety
Departments of the companies and designated persons ashore. The problem is not new but it was
decided to mention it in the preamble to the resolutions.

9. RESOLUTIONS 26th AGA, RIJEKA

In the discussion about the wording of resolutions captains Badell, Martens, Baert, Ammerlaan
and Geenevasen advised about several cases of loosing containers at sea from big containerships
due to navigation under pressure from shore to keep the schedule and to proceed with full speed.
Capt. Lakos said that the same was observed from time charterers who press the masters to arrive in
time to keep the charter.

When discussing resolution about the role of Vessel Traffic Service those present agreed on that
VTS should be of assistance to shipmasters but the final decision to act has to be left to the captain
of the ship.

10. Next AGA invitation/presentation

Capt. Gianelli presented the invitation of USCLAC next CESMA AGA to be held in Genoa,
Italy in May 6th, 2022. The confirmation will be done via e-mail to CESMA secretariat and then the
members f CESMA will be advised in due time.

11. CLOSURE BY THE PRESIDENT
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President Dimitar Dimitrov closes the 26th CESMA Annual General Assembly and thanks the
Croatian Union of Shipmasters Associations and personally capt. Karnincic for the organisation and
the hospitality.

Captain Dimitar Dimitrov Captain Hubert Ardillon
President Secretary General

Rijeka, 17th May 2021


